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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Wednesday just after lunch I was contacted by an engineer. He had challenges. An embedment plate for a mooring bracket on the substructure was getting too large. The load on the bracket came from marine operations. He was wondering how Marine planned to tow out and hook-up the wind turbines offshore, those loads were unrealistic.. We were not able to conclude and are still working with this issue.Immediately after that  another engineer had a challenge. This time with abrasion on a sheathed wire hanging from the substructure, during concrete slipforming at Dommersnes. He was wondering how Marine would solve this challenge. We had already performed some analysis but were not able to get clear answers. We decided make an animation of the work to ensure we got all the input and could select the optimal method.Then Equinor called it was from procurement they asked if I knew the typical fuel consumption from transporting Cement on cargo ships. She had challenges when deciding to go for environmental or standard cement for the substructures and needed to know the marine transport Co2 footprint. This is outside my area of expertise so I referred her to another person in our team.These examples are typical for the Hywind project,  or any other EPCI contract in the engineering phase..



TECHNICAL CHALLENGES AND SOLUTIONS

Presenter
Presentation Notes
So…. There a plenty of challenges to present at this webinar, but at this stage in the project , not so many solutions from marine operations. The marine operations are not before 2022, focus now is on the mooring system design both temporar and permanent inshore and offshore.What I present today will relate to the offshore permanent mooring design from Equinor, that Kværner and KDS JV are working with now. KDS JV is a 50/50 split joint venture between Kværner and Dof Subsea, performing the Installation part of the Hywind Contract. I am the Project Manager for KDS JV
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AGENDA

1. MARINE OPERATIONS, ENGINEERING SAFETY

2. EXPERIENCE TRANSFER FROM OIL AND GAS

3. MOORING SYSTEM LAYOUT

4. IN-LINE TENSIONER

5. CHALLENGES AHEAD

Presenter
Presentation Notes
I will start off with a general intro to Marine Operations and typical focus and solutions relevant for the engineering of marine operations.  Under item 2 I will show how Oil & Gas experience is used for the Hywind marine operations.For the mooring system layout, I will present how we implement and detail the Equinor mooring concept together with Kværner’s engineering team.Then looking at specifics of  a mooring line. We will look at the In-line tensioner from a marine operations perspective.To sum up I will briefly present the other marine challenges ahead in Hywind.
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MARINE OPERATIONS, ENGINEERING SAFETY

Eliminate > Physical barriers > organizational barriers.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
As you see from this picture of Skandi Iceman the nominated tow and hook-up vessel for Hywind. Dimensions are massive and the 3x500 ton winches bring very high loads out over deck. Deck operations are performed in a harsh working environment. The Size of these exhaust pipes on the roof alone, clearly illustrate the main challenge for marine operations.  The safety of the fragile deck crew compared to this heavy equipment and machinery.  And of cource this picture show a clean deck in port.  In the north sea with, motions, equipment on deck and water, safety is fundamental to the succeed.The solution to this challenge is specialized robust equipment, experienced crew and experienced  Project management & Engineering teams with focus on safety, from start to finish.In engineering we aim to Eliminate operations, keep it simple and robust. As you see in this picture (new slide), working at height is eliminated with a work platform and a connection point located on the side of the mooring pile. The swinging loads from the chain and manual handling are made safer by a physical barrier; The special handling tool for chain on the rail crane. (show on slide). The manual handling operation we are still left with for shackle connection. This operation has not been engineered out and organizational barriers such as trained and experienced team working to risk assessed safe procedures and wearing Personal Protective Equipment ensures acceptable safety performance.For Hywind Tampen we are now providing input on design elements to ensure that as much elimination as possible are achieved, components and methods are challenged continuously. When Elimination is ruled out, we try for physical barriers when that is ruled out, we establish organizational barriers. 
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EXPERIENCE TRANSFER FROM OIL AND GAS

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We need experience to learn and develop safe, efficient methods. For Hywind, Mooring systems, equipment and Vessels are developed from Drill rig and FPSO Installation experiences.The method. The mooring chain, mooring wires, connection elements,(New slide) and suction anchors are all typical for FPSO mooring operations. And designed according to O&G and marine standards. So are the vessels the operations and companies involved in Hywind. Looking at this picture the anchor installation from Goliat is almost identical to what is planned for Hywind.But floating windturbines differentiates from floating O&G structures in a fundamental way. For windturbines there is not “one” FPSO delivering energy units from a controlled energy source. (change slide) There are several turbines required to deliver the energy units when the conditions are right. They key to success for Hywind is therefore delivering efficiency and robustness. And there is a higher focus and need for efficiency. For Marine operations this translates into a mooring system with minimum maintenance and minimal robust structures. Storage of chain and personnel onboard the Hywind turbines for mooring operations is not an option. Vessels should be as robust as possible but not too extreme in case of breakdown and a need for replacment.
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EXPERIENCE TRANSFER FROM OIL AND GAS

Drill rig and FPSO mooring systems.
From one to several energy producing units. 
More efficient mooring systems are required.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
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MOORING SYSTEM LAYOUT
           

 

 
No mooring line pull-in winch systems.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
From this schematic of the Hywind Tampen Field Layout some of these safety, efficiency and robustness targets are achived. Explain the layoutThere are only 19 anchors for the 11 windmills (show on screen) an average of 1,7 anchors pr. windmill.And the design is robust allowing for single line failure without collision between the Hywind turbines (show on screen). The installation of the mooring lines shall also be performed with a pre-tension of approximately 300t to remove the need for re-tensioning after one year. As we see from the consept (Change slide) and current 3D engineering model, there are no mooring line fair leads, pull-in winches or chain lockers on the windmill and therefore no need for personnel onboard during hook-up. (show on screen).This should add up to a very stiff system that will be to stiff to connect.So Equinor have included a new tool into on one of the three mooring lines. Equinor are not the only ones looking at this new tool. It is a consept offered by equipment suppiers, but we found no projects where this tool was tested or proven to work during our tendering in 2019.  (Change slide)
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MOORING SYSTEM LAYOUT
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IN-LINE TENSIONER

Frees up deck space on the wind turbines
No chain lockers or on-deck chain handling on the wind turbines

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The in-line tensioner. It allows for slack lines during hook-up. Explain conseptThis picture is a concept animation. The supplier for the tool have not been selected.The in-line tensioner Eliminate the need for winch systems, chain lockers and personnel topsides on the Hywind structures. (there is plenty of room in the ocean)The method is also working for mooring system disconnection. The vessels will also be working away from the Floating wind turbine reducing collision risk.However there was no experiences with the new and unproven technology when the project was awarded to us.
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IN-LINE TENSIONER. EXPERIENCES

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Then  late 2019 early 2020 DOFs global presence won work on this Modec FPSO recently installed in Ghana. The DOF vessel Skandi Skansen, nominated for work at Hywind, installed one of the very few ILT’s in the world on this Ghanian FPSO and we gained essential and rear operational experiences relevant for Hywind. (CHANGE SLIDE)Some experience was also gained by our engineering partner Semar (CHANGE SLIDE) on the Ocean 1 fishfarm (first in the world). In her mooring system an ILT is used, but there, it is monted on the hull and only tensioned from a vessel. 
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MARINE CHALLENGES GOING FORWARD

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The Challenge ahead is to develop the safe, robust and efficient Marine operations for Hywind Tampen. Starting with out of dock operations at Kværner Stord this spring, ending with offshore installation in the Tampen field, summer 2022. ----Some key challenges: Out of DOCK operations with lifting and floating. Not floating and the crane cannot lift. Interfacing with construction’s 11 slipform operations, during continuous ballasting and re-arrangement for moorings. Massive drag under water.Coordinating assembly and pre-commissioning activity at Wergeland base.Coordinating the assembly, per-commissioning, pre- installation and Hook-up operations.All weather depandant and weather restricted simultaneous operations.Hopefully I can come back in 2022 to present solutions..  



Thank you

Presenter
Presentation Notes
I hope a can come and present the working marine solutions in 2022
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